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The new regulations have been published and we now have the po-
tential for split heights competitions. It will be interesting to see 
how the character of agility competitions changes, and what long 
term benefits are seen, if any. In the meantime I suspect that entries 
will close earlier than usual as Clubs work out with sponsors and 
ribbon suppliers what they will need on competition day.  
 
Congratulations to Canty COC and Otaki K9s who have met the 
new Club criteria, competing all 11 times in their first year with 
LINK. 

~ NALA REPORTS ~ 
 

Top ‘Arf report – by Ann Kenny  
 
We are now very definitely in the very firm grips of a drought up here in the 
North.  I don’t know what the fields look like further north of Kerikeri, but as I 
travelled through lower Northland my heart and gut wrenched.  There is simply 
NO grass and buggar all stock.  Farmers are de-stocking as hard as they can to 
preserve what feed they have, just in case we do get a bit of rain before it gets too 
cold for the grass to come away again.  The chronic conditions of drought are far 
more insidious and depressing than the acute conditions of a flood.  Gradually 
you start to notice that gates don’t shut properly, fences are moving with strainer 
posts loose in the ground and even round the house doors don’t shut any more 
and sash windows are a nightmare. 
 
However, the balmy, Indian Summer does mean that we get to do our agility with 
dry feet.  Counties was first up over the Easter weekend.  Not as big a show as I 
had thought it might be; evidently many had made the long journey down to 
Wanganui.  We did, though, present the Zone 1 awards for the 2009 year.  I will 
report further on these awards next month.  These are the awards which we harass 
our show secretaries to send results for and which I said that I would be col-
lating from 1.1.10 in the last report.  Because of the changes please re-
mind me if you are going to go DOWN a height division – and don’t tell 
me at a show I’ll never remember; email me at kennyskennel@xtra.co.nz 

 

EDITORIAL  

by Karen de Wit 
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that way I can do it when I pick up the email.  It might be a good idea to remind me 
which club you are running for as well. 
 
Counties really is a lovely relaxed country show, and the catering service put on by 
Breakies Café is second to none for variety and value for money.  It was so nice to see 
Graham and Jill Wheeler again, this time helping out in the kitchen there; they are 
both looking so well.   
 
The Dash for Cash was a thriller again as usual, but the Tunnellers got huge support 
for entries and although it went on into the evening and was required to be finished 
under lights, it was heaps of fun and everybody got into it, cheering the competitors 
on.   
 
Of the winners, it could be said by us older, more creaky folk to be a bit annoying that 
these teenagers keep beating us.  Even without Chelsea there, young Ani from our 
club won herself out of Starters with Cam’s brother Fitz – a big achievement, she 
doesn’t get to many shows and he only started competing last September.  Alice Cam-
eron did another awesome run with Ace  in Starters 2, and Bernie with one of those 
Rainstar puppies coming in 2nd.   Rainstar Rattle and Hum won Novice 1 – nice pups, 
those Keri – and Dodge Wilson won Novice 2 , Ike Intermediate 1, Russ Senior 1, 
Dodge Wilson again in Jumpers C1 – so a damn good weekend for the Wilsons, with 
John van de Sandt and Elaine Rohde picking up the rest of the wins, though one did 
slip past to a Zone 2, - Jan Murden and Cricket in Senior 2, and of course Cricket also 
took out both the A Jumpers.  I believe Mark and Vickie each have one more chal-
lenge to get for a champ, and Alan Harrison is taking the bets as to which of them will 
make it first.  I have no idea what the odds are – check with him.   
 
At EBOP in Kawerau two weeks later I felt as though I was having a mini holiday.  
What fabulous grounds!  Nice and flat, New World across the road, meaning vittals 
easily sought should the need arise (and indeed it did; we ran out of wine), a stream 
behind the campers, which made the dogs’ coats very soft and shiny.  A triple agility 
and double jumpers run by a club of only about 7 competing members.  All of them 
worked sooooo hard that they deserve a special mention in my report, even though 
they are a Zone 2 club.  THANKS GUYS.   
 
Of the runs, Vern did a blinder with Xena.  He sits the dog at the start line, heads out 
the first two jumps, then stands there with his hands on his head going “where am I? 
what am I doing? And I have absolutely no idea where this course is going!”  He is 
looking around for the numbers, and can only see the first few, and certainly couldn’t 
remember the rest of the course at all.  Meanwhile poor Xena is sitting there, wait-
ing…… and waiting……  He got an 8th ribbon, though, so perhaps the dog had 
walked the course. 
 
From being scared of Senior, I am now quite enjoying the courses, by and large.  In 
Alan’s senior I think I/we only made one small mistake and when I asked him for the 
course he said he had used it before as a Champ of Champs course.   
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Carol Bennett won Starters 2 with Amity out of a class of  73 dogs and followed it up 
with a 2nd in Starters 3, with Judy Casey winning that class with one of the Witch pup-
pies, Tui.  Mel Held had a big smile on her face winning Starters 1, but the biggest 
grin had to be Heather Warren’s with a third in Intermediate 3.  When I saw their run, I 
thought Alice and Ace aced Jumpers C1, but they were actually beaten into 4th place 
by Michelle Hodges and Baxter.  I didn’t think Ace was beatable when she did a clear 
round, except by Millie, but there we are, a Parsons Russell Terrier did indeed beat 
Ace.  Sharky got a 1st in Jumpers B2 – he’s another Rain puppy and like Vern I got a 
jammy 9th ribbon in Novice 1 with the hipless wonder Ash, who forgot what a set of 
weaves was, went to a jump, back through pole one and over to the A-Frame, back 
through pole 2 and “Oh, you mean you want me to bring the judge the number?” as he 
targeted it with both front paws and back through pole 3 before deciding to play the 
game properly.  Me and Alan were both giggling away, he was miffed because he 
couldn’t even give me a fault for it. 
 
The following Saturday at WAG there were huge entries for the Quadruple Jumpers – 
in ONE day.  It even brought the likes of the Burnettes up from Feilding.  C Jumpers 
were 185, 186, 185, 172 entries.  B Jumpers 69, 68, 69, & 63.  All classes except A 
would have been split under the new regime.  In spite of that Michelle Hodges and 
Baxter the Parsons WON C2.; the rest of the class outclassed again by a mini.  Well 
done Michelle who also got a 4th & a 10th.  Last week’s mini star Amity also got an 
8th, 10th and a 6th place.  Judy Casey had another win with Tui, so I guess that puts her 
into B Jumpers now, and I expect that’s where her sister Jewel is too now with a win 
in C4.  Fiona and Sharky are in Jumpers A, and Chelsea made up two dogs into A as 
well – Shift and Spy.  Something about the letter S?  All Jumpers A classes had 6 com-
petitors.  Well, next time there’ll be 9.   
 
As I write up this report the rain has started to fall quite heavily and I am not wanting 
to put the dogs out in their compound.  The laundry roof is leaking like a sieve, how-
ever, it is a nice sound hearing the water falling into the water tank.  It would appear 
that the cats’ sleeping arrangements have got wet, as they will do when the rain comes 
from the east, and all three are in on top of the freezer looking for dinner.  I didn’t 
think the lesser-spotted-ginger-cat was even aware there was a new kitten about the 
place, but they were all there together eating out of the same bowl.  
 

Central Report—by Mel Mankelow. 
 
Rotorua Champ 
Nice sunny day for the start of the show only an hour from home as well so nice and 
local , Jason left early to take the gear over so we just followed when we were all 
ready to go. Only had one dog to run so was looking forward to a relaxing day. Not 
had any results so am just going from memory so sorry to anyone that I forget. Bailey 
had some good runs in the placings was very pleased as he doesn’t usually do any 
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good at Rotorua, I find that there always seems to be at least one place that each dog 
never does any good maybe it’s the handlers hang up rather than the dogs. There were 
some of the young Mount members in the line ups most of the weekend so well done 
to Lauren & Zac, and Steph & Bronte some great results for you guys think we have 
you hooked now ( sorry parents). Always good to see the YKC running in the shows 
the numbers are slowly getting bigger, Hayley Rohde doing some great work again 
one to keep an eye on I think we may have another Chelsea on our hands, also Sinead 
back in the Agility world after living in Auckland for a year they have moved back 
and she is now running Bailey again not sure who is happier !!!.  
I must thank the ladies in the kitchen they are always so nice and do such nice food 
and even have choccy for sale …so thank you ladies, I have to say a big thank you too 
Ali as well she brought me a cream egg to the show I seem to have got a bit of an 
obsession with them this year they are from the UK and I can’t resist there chocolate 
it’s so much nicer.  
 
Had a good chat with Chelsea looking forward to hearing all about the trip to the UK 
think they will do us proud, will give us a chance to get some placings while they are 
away too !!!! Hope they have a great time. Callum had a great day playing with Alex 
and his fish thought it was the best game ever thanks Alex he does really enjoy spend-
ing time with all his Agility Aunties.  
 
Well we only went to the show on Sat this year lots of work to do on our house so 
have to slow down on some shows for a while. So not sure of the happenings of Sun-
day. 
 
EBOP Champ 
An even closer show for us about 10 mins I think Great !!!. Also means we have a 
house full Nick and Tiff came to stay with Cam, Jane and baby Hannah and then Deb 
on the sat night, we have brought a Wii so thought it would be a great chance to set it 
up with everyone coming it’s the most addictive game, Sinead made everyones Mii 
people they were great so we were all ready to go, we had boxing which was really 
funny , Tennis and golf then the boys decided they would start on the whisky felt like 
last year repeating itself with the Rum, so they started and finished the whisky the 
whole bottle, there were some very sick people in the house and were still very green 
on Sat morning us girls thought it was very funny watching them try and run without 
being sick, Nick was the only one who stuck to his few beers and left the Whisky 
alone. It was decided the other two would just have a few beers sat night .The show 
ran well rings set up and walked with lot of time to spare.  
Some good results Debbie and Vinnie in the placings again 2nd in two Starters, Mel 
Held winning Starters with Lacey , Debbie & Thanx coming home with a few plac-
ings she is keeping Deb on her toes. Chelsea taking home lots of winnings and also 
Deb and Cheeky. Was also great to see some new handlers there Jude & Tache and 
Raewyn and Abbie.  
 
Everyone seems to really enjoy this show great location, think the kids rally enjoyed 
the free pool they all went over for a swim. Well done Ebop great show for such a 
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small club I’m sure everyone will be back next year including Lou who has been out 
after her knee op hurry up back soon shows just aren’t the same without you !!! 
 
Horowhenua Champ 
We arrived nice and early and managed to get a spot around the ring after clearing up 
all the duck poo, think we filled 8 poo bags with it before we could put up the tent. 
I’m sure that someone’s dog will have rolled in it at some point over the weekend. 
Another small club who run a good show, lots of people jumped in to help. Jan and JJ 
had some great runs and also Deb & Cheeky. Debbie Middlemiss and Daryl also mak-
ing the trip with some good results. Always good to catch up with the Agility people 
at the bottom of the Island, lots of people seem to have puppy’s again and there were 
a certain two who had a fantastic time chasing each other around the ring think there 
needs to be some work done on there recall !!! was very funny to watch tho. Great 
show for me Bailey had a great run in senior and picked up another challenge the sec-
ond one he has managed to get at this show so yes we will be back. Congratulations to 
Shane and Josh who also got another challenge.  
Also some good results from Liz & Diesel from Taupo nice to see her back at shows 
again the CHB girls also picking up some placings. 
We decided to go to the Cobb & Co in town for some tea something different just as 
we had just ordered when the Wanganui lot came in Shane & Wendy kept Callum 
busy for us so we could both eat together it’s been a while since that has happened 
having a small person around can make the simple things very hard,  So thanks again 
guys.  
 
Wairarapa Champ 
 
We set off very early Friday morning thought we would go to Upper Hutt for Friday 
night to stay with Pete & Karen and spend sometime with the puppy’s we arrived 
about 4.30pm and spent the next few hours playing with the puppy’s they are such 
time wasters. We arrived at the show grounds just in time to grab a spot near the ring 
weather was good unlike last year with the pouring rain.  
 
There seemed to be people from all over the place at the show, there were some great 
results so here goes hopefully I will remember everyone. Catherine Harty & Breeze 
having some great runs that dog is awesome 1st in Starters 4th in Jumpers C 3rd in 
Novice also Debbie & Vin 1st Jumpers C 6th Starters and a Novice win that puts her 
into Jumpers B and Intermediate 
not bad for one weekend. Also Liz 
Parnell & Diesel 4th& 5th in Start-
ers, Sue Willis having a great 
weekend a Win in Senior and a 
win in Jumpers B to put her into 
Jumpers A, also 2nd in Intermedi-
ate. Jane & Colleen in the placings 
with the Dobys, Jason also getting 
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his act together again with a win in Jumpers B and a 3rd in Intermediate with Jack 
would have also won Senior if only the back rail on the spread had stayed up. 
 
JAN makes JJ a GRAND AGILITY CHAMPION!!  
 
Well the highlight of the weekend was Jan making JJ up to Agility Grand Champ 
none of us knew she was that close she managed to keep it a secret, she got a soaking 

with warm water all organised by Jason 
of course he did try and get the flour as 
well but the kitchen didn’t seem to want 
to hand it over. Well done Jan you and JJ 
are a great team to watch a real inspira-
tion to us all. She also took out Top Dog 
for the weekend.  
 

I must also apologise to Daryl Hogg about not mentioning  her making Eye C up to 
Agililty champ I got a bit behind on my reports so they got slightly mixed up so will 
say a well done to you was great watching you in and out of the kiddies pool  

 
Lower North Report  - by Peter de Wit 
 
This month was the Upper Hutt and DAWG ribbon events and Horowhenua Champ 
event.  Absolutely awesome Autumn weather for the Upper Hutt event helped ensure 
a big turnout. It was really pleasing to see a large number of local newbies from 
UHDTS and DAWG in Wellington giving the elementary courses a go. It was a big 
step up from training classes for most of them and they all did really well and can be 
proud of their efforts. Karen was delighted with Tana’s B Jumpers win as that puts 
him in A grade at ribbon trials, and she travelled to DAWG later in the month just to 
run that (5f and runnerup) and then home to keep an eye on the puppies. Two newish 
judges Rebecca and Sharon officiated and put up some nice courses.  

There were two things I heard about Horowhenua—one was the goose poo all over 
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the place which sounded horrible. Hopefully the Club can organise a different 
venue next time because that is not nice at all—where can you peg your tent! I 
heard of one dog that was quite sick afterwards and I guess it could cause ill-
nesses in people and dogs esp if you are a bit rundown. Pretty impressive of the 
Club to run three rings, they were finished so early on Saturday that they ran a 
novelty Jumpers designed and judged by Len Parker.  

The pups are growing well and are a source of humour and entertainment. They 
are already 5 weeks old and by the time you read this will be at their new homes 
(we still have two boys needing homes so if interested then contact Karen or me). 
Looking forward to Quick being back in action at DAWG in May. 

Canterbury Tails 

by Sue McKee & Teezsa, Rez and Switch 
 
Fun Day Fundraiser, Waimak, Good Friday 
A fun day was had by all who attended this event.  Lisa Duff and Mia Beswick 
are busy fundraising for their exciting adventure supporting the world champ 
competitors, and put on a great day full of events with no pressure.  Lots of com-
ments on how relaxed the day was.  There were jumpers pairs, a veterans class for 
dogs over 9 years, competing and retired.  There was also a veterans class for 
humans over 50, and a “have a go” event for those who normally just support 
their husband/wife/child, plus Knockout agility, Jumpers C with categories for 
Starters/Novice and Intermediate/Senior, and Junior Handlers.  They had organ-
ised a raffle which was a great success, and was drawn under police supervision - 
see photo! 
 
CCATS Easter Champ Event 
Following on from the Fun Day, CCATS hosted their annual Easter event.  This 
time there was a double champ event and triple jumpers.  Another dog has quali-

Quick and Bailey’s Puppies get some freedom! 
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fied for A jumpers now, and 
congrats to Natasha Coulter 
and her MINI dog, Jonty, 
being the first mini dog to 
qualify for A.  I think there 
are only five in the South 
Island qualified for A, so that 
is a very good percentage of 
minis considering how few 
there are of them, 20%.  Who 
says mini dogs can’t compete 
against the big guys. 
The weather was stinking hot 
on Saturday, with all com-
petitors feeling the heat, and 
Sunday was much colder and 
we were all wrapped up, but 
much better for running 
dogs.  Nice to get an extra 
hour of sleep on Saturday 
night but the end of daylight 
savings heralds the start of 
winter - yuk. 
 
South Canterbury Champ 
Event at Orari 
Good to see the return of this 
event to Orari, amongst the 
sheep poo.  The dogs always 
love it here!  The weather 
was stunning.  It’s been a 
couple of weeks since this 
event now and the memory is 
a bit hazy on results but I’m 
pretty sure the usual ones 
won, but the special moment 
of the weekend has to go to 
Phil Johnson and Jet.  Phil 
finally got that last elusive 

challenge, and it was a 1st placer.  He got well and 
truly drenched with lovely green trough water and Lisa also got a few bucketfuls, 
as she played some part in getting the challenges for him, so it was really a joint 
effort. 
 
Selwyn Champ Event  
Boy, April has been a busy month, and the weather has been perfect throughout.  

Waimak Fun day. 
 
Top:  
Heather D and 
Gem,  
 
Middle:  
Zack and Trix,  
 
Bottom:  
the Policeman! 
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This time it was Selwyn’s turn to host at their new grounds at the Dog Park in 
Rolleston.  Good to see them putting on a double and double jumpers, Saturday 
was a long day but Sunday it was over a bit earlier.  The grounds here are lovely 
with a creek running through the top part of it, plenty of fun for the dogs.  It does 
make me wonder, though, why the general public think that because they take 
their dog to a dog park they don’t have to pick up after them.  The council make it 
really easy for them with bags supplied and lots of rubbish bins, but there was 
plenty of evidence that people weren’t taking the hint!  Judges Allan Willox and 
Susan Tansey did the standing out in the middle bit, with some good courses, 
including a challenging Jumpers C course which looked easy but proved anything 
but, especially for dogs that like tunnels.  Well done to Jade Kelly and her new 
dog Kip for getting a 2nd placing in Jumpers C with a very young dog, and Big G 
for winning.  Another line-up of newbie and not so newbie Waimakers in Starters 
again, including Jenni Barrett taking out first place honours with her new border, 
Ty.  That’s her out of Starters now. 
 

Central Bark  
By Linley Barrett, Cheyanne, Kliff and Fluke 
 
Just a quick note to please tell everyone to be careful when travelling to shows.  
We have only a small amount of about four to six people that regularly travel and 
recently we have had two Nelson members have bad accidents.  One earlier on in 
the year (or was it late last year).  We were wondering why she did not show up 
at the CCATS show on the Saturday morning.  We discovered later in the day 
that she had a bad accident just out of Murchison.  Luckily she only spent a few 
days in hospital and both dogs were fine.  Vehicle was a write off.  The second 
one just recently on the way home from the Selwyn Event, where she went off the 
road in the Shenandoah area.  Another Nelson member came across her on her 
way home and was able to pick her and the dogs up to take them the rest of the 
way.  Luckily only a few bruises, dogs fine and vehicle a write off again.  With 
winter coming I think we need to be extra careful and ensure that we are not tired 
when we have to make these long trips. 
 
Nelson Ribbon Trial 1st May 
Graeme Lawson was our Judgey and he put on some really beautiful courses, no 
shocking stop and starts here.  Really nice flowing courses.  Great for a Ribbon 
Trial!  Jen and Dru (Flatcoated Retriever) took out the Starters from memory.  
Natasha Neame took home more than her fair share.  She got through her solo 
round in Jumpers A and took the Jumpers B as well with Tikeila.  Karen Dunlea 
ran Graeme’s wee girl Rogue and got the 2nd place, with Kliffy and I in 3rd.  
Jumpers C went to Linda Mortimer’s bullet, Chai.  No real shocks in any of the 
other line ups, just the regulars in various different pole positions.  Weather was 
kind, with a sunny clear day and a hint of a chill in the wind to remind us that 
Winter is on her way. 
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Blenheim Ribbon Trial 2nd May 
Just three of us from Nelson ventured over the hill.  We arrived to find a huge 
‘big top’ right next to us (yep I do mean the circus).  Music boomed from the big 
top, sending people into bouts of giggles as handlers and dogs negotiated the 
course in what it appeared to be in time to the music.  It did cross my mind while 
warming up my young girl (which involves a series of tricks) that she might just 
fit the bill to ‘run away with the circus’! 
I think Graeme was even kinder with his courses on the Sunday though I did 
manage to momentarily get lost on one!  I will put it down to tiredness.  Most of 
the beginner/starter classes went to newer Blenheim members.  Natasha and Tri 
took the Senior with Kliffy and I in second.  Sorry I can’t remember who was in 
3rd.  I know there was one complete class where Natasha and Nic took the whole 
lot between them with their various dogs, which I think was Jumpers B.  Another 
warm sunny day! 
 
Would like to wish Nat (our Southern gal) and the rest of our NZ guys going to 
the World Champs the best of luck!  By the time this comes out in the link mag 
we may know how it all went! 
 

Down South report—by Elaine Pearce 
 
April had just two agility events. The first being the South Canterbury DTC event 
held in conjunction with the Geraldine Kennel Assn breed show. I love this 
venue. There is lots of room to execise and warm your dog up, lots of parking 
under the trees close to the ring and while the catering at the venue (which has 
nothing to do with the club) is a little basic if you prefer there is are really nice 
cafe within two minutes walking time. Its a real country atmosphere. 
 
The Zone fiver who seemed to have the best weekend was Natasha Coulter and 
Jonty. Clear in ADXA, 1st in Senior 1, 3rd in Senior 3 and 3rd in Intermediate 2. 
Her dogs really seemed to be firing over the weekend which she puts down to all 
the extra exercise they are getting while Natasha gets herself fit (as if she wasn't 
fit before :-)) for the IFCS World Cup. Jonty also is the fifth dog in the SI to pro-
gress into Jumpers A at a previous show. 
 
Even though he is not a Zone 5 person, big congratulations to Phil Johnson mak-
ing Jet up to Agility Champion at this show with a little help from Lisa who also 
got a few of the blueys. Luckily the weather was fantastic as they both got a great 
drenching with trough water no less. 
 
Otago CTC held its triple show on 24/25th April. For a change the weather gods 
were kind. It bucketed down on Friday night/Saturday morning, cleared just in 
time for set up, stayed fine for the weekend and then bucketed down again on 
Sunday night and all day Monday. 
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This was Otago's first show were a top starters dog prize was awarded and this went 
to Claire Perry and Yana. Top overall dog was Jenna McCabe and Beau. Paul Re-
mon and Flicka had two novice wins so not far away from Seniors (or may already 
be in Seniors, not sure). Jack Brazil won Starters 
2 so is now into Novice/Intermediate. Vicki Fox and Gem achieved their first (I 
think) challenge in Senior 3 with a great win. Teresa Walker and Breeze achieved 
their first win in Novice, just two to go. Great to see Allan McKernan and Athena in 
action with a 2nd in Novice 3 and other clears. Allan is probably zone 5's oldest 
competitor and I would love to be still competing in agility at his age. "You are as 
old as you feel" aren't you Allan and thats pretty young by the looks of you.  Hope I 
haven't missed any notable wins or placings. Sorry if I have. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Who can borrow items and how do I go about it? 
 
The NALA library has been active for many years now, shown by the age of 
some of the items available for borrowing! In addition to oldies and goodies 
like Ruth Hobday’s training books we have the most up to date DVDs by 
modern day handlers such as Susan Gerrett, Greg Derett, Rachael Saunders, 
and  You need to contact Darryl Jewiss for what interests you and he will tell 
you if it is immediately available or if you will have a to wait a wee while.  
 

LIBRARY REVIEW : by Karen de Wit & Darryl Jewiss.  
 

Greg Derrett – Foundation tape 

Introduction starts with advice on how to form a good relationship 
with the dog. Greg advocates the use of positive reinforcement, and 
cannot emphasise enough the importance of having a toy motivated 
dog, He uses tugging a lot in his training. He believes play is vital for 
success in agility.  He introduces Susan Garrett’s DASH acronym 
where D=Drive, A=Accuracy, S=Speed and H=Habitats (getting the 
dog to perform in different environments). 
He advocates use of the clicker. He also plays with his dog around the 
equipment, and will bang the seesaw while playing so the dog gets 
used to it. (000- 15) 
2. Wait command. Greg advocates leaving the dog in a stand as he 
believes they start faster from a stand. It is important to have a release 
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Books 

 Peter Lewis Teaching agility 

 Clean Run, Workbook-  Introduc-

tory, Intermediate, Advanced 

Clean Run, Games book 

Clean Run, Course design book 

 The Clothier Natural Jumping 

Method, by Suzanne Clothier 

Jacqueline O'Neil, All About Agility 

Christine Smith, Your Secret Coach 

Building Blocks for Perform-

ance     Bobbie Anderson with Tracy 

Libby 

Peak Performance - Coaching the 

Canine Athlete    M.Christine Zink 

Jumping from A to Z    M. Christine 

Zink 

Course Analysis for Agility Han-

dlers    Stuart Mah 

Ruff Love    Susan Garrett 

Shaping Success   Susan Garrett 

Dogwise    John Fisher 

Excel-erated Learning    Pamela Reid 

Developing Jumping Skills 

 

VHS 

Ruth Hobday, Pups progress 

Ruth Hobday, Advanced control ex-

ercises. 

Puppy Love - Raise your dog the 

Clicker way. 

Greg Derrett Foundation Video 

Greg Derrett, - Great Dog, Shame 

About the Handler 

DVD 

4 on the Floor  

2x2 Weave Training 

Agility Fix It, Contacts & Weave 

Poles  

Agility Foundation Training   

Best of the 2006 FCI Agility World 

Championships   

Best of the 2007 FCI Agility World 

Championships  

Contacts: Bridging the Gap Between 

Training & Competition  

Crate Games for Self-Control & Mo-

tivation  

Foundation Jumping 4-DVD Set 

Foundation Training for Agility 3-

DVD Set 

Great Dog Great Handler, The Win-

ning Combination 

Great Dog, Shame about the Han-

dler  

How to Win at Gamblers and 

Snooker  

On Course to Excel 

Reliable Running A-frames  

Success with One Jump 2-DVD Set 

World Class Weaves  

In FOCUS Crying for Control  

Go the Distance Vol. 1  
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command and you must be consistent in using it. (15- 35) 
3. Directional training & Understanding body language Greg intro-
duces turns using the lead and the tug toy. He teaches his dogs to un-
derstand his body language by running them on both sides around a 
circle.(35- 55, 5-65) 
4. Handling manoeuvres. Greg shows how to teach the dogs to do a 
tight 360 spin, front cross, rear cross. (65- 75) 
5. Motivational commands. His dogs are ready to run when he gives 
the “ready-steady-go” command, but they don’t move till the go! This 
helps for a fast start. He also has a “get it” command where he sends 
his dog to the finish line for a tug at the lead. (75-80mins) 
6. Trick training. Greg Derett shows the tricks that you can teach your 
dog and these include: instant down, paw, roll over etc. he uses the 
clicker for these. 
7. Fitness training. Greg is shown using the pool and the bike to help 
keep his dogs fit for agility. (80-85 mins) 
The tape concludes with some “funnies” filmed while producing the 
videotape. 
 
Great Dog … Shame About the Handler 
This is the second DVD from Greg Derrett, and the first to introduce 
Greg's handling system. He has 3 basic rules- 
     1. never take your eyes off your dog 
     2. use the arm and leg closest to your dog to direct where she goes 
     3. face the direction you want your dog to go until she's committed 
to that obstacle. 
     
The 3rd rule is the toughest for me. Every dog commits at different 
points, and I find it really hard not to stand and watch while she takes 
the obstacle, rather than leg it towards the next one. Greg goes through 
various exercises to demonstrate how his rules work, mainly using a 
double box. He uses his 3 dogs – J, Fern and GT, all very good dogs at 
different stages of their career. The exercises demonstrate front 
crosses, rear crosses, 180's, pull throughs, false turns and serpentines. 
 
If you are looking to start developing a handing system with your dog, 
looking to define your handling more, or just brush up on your han-
dling, this is a great place to start. 
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Welcome to NALA’s Agility Training spot. This will feature some 
reprints and some new articles. Please 
feel free to write in with your own com-
ments, suggestions and requests for top-
ics. 
 

LEADOUT—It's A GOOD START. 
 
Ah yes, so true! How many potentially 
great runs have been spoilt by a broken 
lead-out! How do you feel when you haven't even started your run 
and your dog goes flashing past? Its not a good feeling, so how do 
you ensure that does not happen and that your dog will wait, irre-
spective of the excitement he is feeling at the time? 
 
Wait training starts well before any specific agility training. In fact, 
once your dog can sit he can learn to wait. There are so many op-
portunities for teaching a young dog to wait. Wait for your dinner, 
wait to go outside, to come inside, wait and I’ll let you out of your 
crate, wait while I put your lead on, wait at the kerb—you get the 
picture. All these waits must be rewarded with something good, ini-
tially a tasty food treat, and then later the opportunity to DO some-
thing—run through the door, go for a walk etc. 
 
You need a release word. Something that is not a common part of 
your vocabulary is great. I have used “good” which is a really BAD 
choice, and I think Okay" is not much better but a  word that you 
would not otherwise use very often is better—such as  “break” . 
 
Formal wait training.  

By Karen de Wit 
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The dog must be good at sitting/lying down (*) and waiting with 
you close by. The next step involves more handler movement. Start 
with  arm swinging and foot kicking on the spot. (Great form of ex-
ercise). Then we start to move around the dog. I teach the circle 
method, the dog sits/downs/stands while I walk a circle around him. 
The hardest part is moving around BEHIND your dog, and drop-
ping a [piece of food under his nose just as you disappear behind 
him may help him feel more comfortable 
about that stage. 
 
Happy to walk a circle? Next you will walk 
further away. Then add more movement, arms 
swing, legs kick out, skip, run backwards. 
 
So far your dog has been pretty calm, not 
much to get excited about, and you need to 
keep adding distractions such as other people, 
places and things (the cat walking past, kids 
on their bike, down the beach etc) until he is 
100% perfect, does not move a whisker until “broken”. 
 
Add excitement. Do some work with your dog, e.g. Walking in a 
circle, ask for a wait, go back and reward and  continue. If this is 
working well, add more excitement. Play tug with your dog and 
then ask him to sit/wait. Release and tug a bit more. Ask your dog 
to sit/wait and run around your dog. Then ask your dog to run 
around you. Then swap—ask your dog to sit and run around him!! 
This creates much more hype and is a real ON-OFF Game situation.  
 
Introduce agility equipment and repeat as above—do the tunnel, ask 
for sit/wait then repeat the tunnel. Gradually add more equipment 
before and after a wait.  
 
(*) Note: when I say sit I do not mean that you should just teach 
your dog to sit/wait. I think it is important that they will wait lying 
down and standing as well.  

 
NEVER let your dog 
be rewarded for 
breaking. If he breaks 
he must be scolded 
and be returned ex-
actly back to where 
he broke from and 
repeat the exercise.  
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HOW CAN YOU TAKE PART? You can 
take part by either joining  NALA or joining 
NZARO. To receive the complete NALA 
magazine including the Rally-O supplement you must be a full member of 
NALA. To receive the Rally-O supplement only you need to be a member 
of NZARO. Any club member can judge. Anyone judging must make 
themselves familiar with the NZARO Handbook, available on the website 
www.nzaro.webs.com 

This month’s course incorporates signs 14 and 15 which are very similar 

New Zealand Association  
of Rally Obedience  

Send Results to: MIKE BUTLER 
Email: mbutler@ihug.co.nz 
by the 27th of the month. 

Rally Course
 for June

 by K de Wit

1. 360 right (11)
2. 360 left (12)
3. Halt sit walk
 around (30)
4. right turn (5)
5. Call front finish
 right, halt, forward (15)
6. right turn (5)
7. straight figure of eight
 weave twice (23)
8. left turn (6)
9. Spiral right (21)
10. 270 left turn (10)
11. left turn (6)
12. Call front
 finish left forward (14)
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RALLY RESULTS. 
1 WAG Aimee Smith & Beau, Fiona Ferrar & Sharky, Susan 

McKay & Phantom 100.0 188.91 
2 Feilding Lynda Cummins & Chloe, Linda Guinness & Saki, Elsie 

Marriott & Fat Albert 100.0 208.53 
3 Norwest Maree Green & Ted, Rosalind Walkington & Emma, 

Karen Smith & Zoe 100.0 208.571 
4 Otaki Denise Mundy & Ty, Denise Mundy & Lex, Noeline Wag-

ener & Rumba 99.7 255.34 
5 Central ADTS Jan Voss & Pippa, Jan Voss & Buzz, Mike Butler 

& Rapid 99.3 205.84 
6 Hawera Chris Moody & Laser, Carol Galliers & Kim, Carol Galliers 

& Reece 99.3 247.83 
7 Hawkes Bay Bobby Dickerson & Amani, B Dickerson & Zima, 

B Dickerson & Aruba 99.3 259.59 
8 Tauranga Christine Nielsen & Co, Christine Nielsen & Pete, Nikki 

Craddock & Whitty 99.0 212.78 
9 Canterbury COC Colleen Philip & Holly, Gay Bouterey & Delta, 

Gay Bouterey & Angel 99.0 224.31 
10 Mt Maunganui Fiona Goodall & Luna, Sue Andresen & Tip, Anne 

Proctor & Silke 99.0 228.59 
11 Cambridge Graeme Jeffries & Millie, Alice Cameron & Ace, 

Steph Holmes & Rosie 98.3 225.1 
12 North Taranaki Paula Robertson & Skye, Laurel Austin & Linden, 

Paula Robertson & Jazz 98.3 249.167 
13 CHB Shirley Parker & Ceilidh, Eileen Blake & Tip, Olwyn 

Johnston & Toby 97.0 336.15 

in that both start with calling the dog to the front ’present” position (the dog 
sits).   With sign 15 the dog is then directed around BEHIND the handler and 
SITS at the handlers side before continuing. With Sign 14 the dog  is directed 
to the handler’s left (the handler cannot move forward until the dog is out of 
their way ie. The handler cannot step to the right)) and there is NO sit, the 
handler and dog continue forward together. Penalties that might result this 
month: out of position, tight lead, slow to respond, incorrect station (don't for-
get the correct weave entry!) Also when doing station 3  remember that the 
handler must pause momentarily on returning to the dog after the walk 
around, before proceeding. If you don't this is an incorrectly performed station 
(10 points are lost) but you can retry.  
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AGILITY LINK COURSE for JUNE 
CL= 128m 

Plan shows recommended measuring wheel path 
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BEGINNERS COURSE. 

AGILITY 
MOST IMPROVED THIS MONTH  

 
Rumur and Dyson Beasley from Rotorua  

 

WELL DONE! 
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For more information contact Nevenka@xtra.co.nz 

Plc Name  Dogs Name  Club  Time
1 Hayley Rohde Knight Counties 19.10

2 Hayley Rohde Kiss Counties 23.13

3 Erin Ball Claire Mangawhai 24.75

4 Hayley Rohde Flare Counties 41.51

5 Nicole Robinson Diva Horowhenua 63.12

6 Erin Ball Trish Mangawhai 555

6 Jayden Hishon Scooty Mount 555

Plc Name  Dogs Name  Club  Time
1 Chelsea Marriner Quest Rotorua 16.75

2 Chelsea Marriner Flash Rotorua 26.29

3 Chelsea Marriner Ike Rotorua 32.03

4 Kris Butterworth Jet North/Taranaki 34.05

5 Bridee Manning Croc Tauranga 41.75

6 Chris Moody TedE Hawera 555

6 Chelsea Marriner Spy Rotorua 555

6 Chelsea Marriner Shift Rotorua 555

Plc Name  Dogs Name  Club  Time

1 James Trimble Flash Waimakiriri 29.11

2 James Trimble Simba Waimakiriri 37.21

3 Emma Trimble Milli Waimakiriri 43.37

4 Emma Trimble Levi Waimakiriri 49.26

5 Kerry Remon Flicka Taieri 555

NZYKC AGILITY LINK
Experienced - 8-11 years 

Experienced - 16-20 years 

Experienced - 12-15 years 
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Plc Name  Dog Club  Time
1 Sinead Doherty Bailey Mount 10.77

2 Jess Mortimer Kola Nelson 13.59

3 Jake Remon Jiggy Taieri 13.85

4 Paige Davis Opal Cambridge 14.94

5 Daniel Pallesen Lili DAWG 16.02

6 Megan Jones Tessa Waimakarir 16.90

7 Sinead Doherty Breeze Mount 17.29

8 Shaydene Begovich Jed Waimakarir 22.41

9 Paige Aukett Kite U/Hutt 22.50

10 Shaydene Begovich Neesa Waimakarir 23.65

11 Antonia Vole-Packer Jed U/Hutt 27.12

12 Estelle Sandford Molly U/Hutt 45.22

13 Molly Thompson Reiba Waimaka 555

13 Sian Remon Meg Taieri 555

Plc Name  Dogs Name  Club  Time

1 Lisa Simonsen Finn H/Bay 9.27

2 Jonathan Savage Lilly Nelson 12.02

3 Anton Jewiss Kiltie U/Hutt 22.79

4 Lisa Simonsen Poppy H/Bay 32.06

5 Joshua Anderson Beau H/Bay 555

5 Anton Jewiss Ruby U/Hutt 555

Beginners - Under 11's

Beginners - 12 years and over 
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Tauranga is always a great show to judge at. This year was really good, 
with Tauranga and the Mount club working together to put on an excel-
lent event. 
 
I judged the Senior on Sunday morning.  
 
This particular course was one I played with a lot while designing it. I had 
this niggling feeling that it was too easy, but the more I played with it, the 
more unhappy I became with it. I eventually sent the course through the 
week before the show almost in exactly the same form as I had started out 
with! Obviously, having now sent the course away, I immediately saw 
how it could be changed to increase the difficulty without impacting on 
the flow of the course. Although the course may have looked easy, the 
degree of openness of the course caught more than a few. Often, space 
creates it own problems and this was such a course. 
 
One really cool aspect of this course was the many different ways people 
handled it, with varying degrees of success. The opening sequence was an 
example of this. The most successful way this was done was by handlers 
doing a lead-out and positioning themselves on the far side of #3, and do 
a front cross after #2, thereby being in the inside track for the next section 
of the course. Where this worked, it worked very well. However, some 
dogs didn’t commit fully to the first two jumps or handlers moved into the 
front cross at the wrong time. This led to a few knocked rails, and a few 
dogs bypassing #2 to go straight to #3.  
 
I was surprised at how many dogs missed the weave entry at #6. I think in 
many cases, handlers were too relaxed and dogs didn’t read the weave 
entry. 
The next major trap was after the dogwalk at #8. The off-course tunnel 
(number #22) was certainly too enticing for a couple of dogs but most 
handlers did a good job of avoiding this. The jump combination form #9-
#13 was handled very well. Most handlers opted to do a front cross before 
#10 and then a rear cross at #13-#14. I saw a couple of people put a front 
cross in before #12, which seemed to me to be a very risky manoeuvre, 
one that did work though.  
A lot of dogs cut inside #17, due to handlers taking a bit of a shortcut to 
get to the A-Frame.  
One unfortunate aspect of this course was the way that some dogs hit the 

UDGES CORNER 
by Nick Chester 
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dogwalk at #21. They hit it very fast and it made for a couple of wobbly dog 
walks as dogs tried to maintain balance. This was certainly something I did not 
anticipate and fortunately only a couple of dogs hit it strangely. Luckily, they 
recovered well and did not fall off, but I was not happy that I had not picked up 
on this. As the tunnel-dogwalk combo had already been completed earlier in the 
course with no problem, I was surprised to see the same sequence being an issue 
here. I think this was because when it was done first time, handlers were gener-
ally putting a front cross in before the dog walk and this regulated their stride a 
little better. Without this, it became a bit more risky second time round.  
 
The final jumping sequence was completed without too many issues, although 
there were a couple of off-courses and few handlers relaxing too soon which re-
sulted in dogs knocking the last rail.  
Overall, I was pleased with how the course ran and although the courses was 
probably “easy” by Senior standards, it actually only gathered around 15 clear 
rounds (in a class over 90). Some of this was due to a fairly tight course time set 
by me, but I felt 
that the course 
was designed to 
be done at a good 
speed, so my 
standard course 
time reflected 
this. 
 
It was clearly a 
course that suited 
Charlotte well, as 
Chaos won and 
Gun gained a 3rd 
place. Both were 
very nice runs 
and certainly de-
serving of their 
challenges. Chel-
sea came in 2nd 
with Spy and this 
was also a great 
run. 
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 AGILITY CLUB COMPETITION  
DIVISION ONE  

Plc Team Dog Breed Handler Score Total> 
1 Otago 1 AgGrCh Pete BC X Anne Bevin 17.477 53.154 
    Zee Heading dog David Cook 17.725   
    AgGrCh Jax BC David Cook 17.952   
              
2 Waimak 1 Lace BC.X Teresa Ford 17.516 53.552 
    Zac BC Bruce Wilson 18.000   
    GrAgCh Zoom FD Heading Dog Lisa Duff 18.036   
              
3 Mt Maunganui 1 Cheeky Heading Dog Deb Jackson 17.226 54.203 
    Jack BC Jason Hughes 17.270   
    Sage Lab Natasha Kenny 19.707   
              
4 East BOP Bindi ADX Belgian 

Shepd 
Trish Bush 18.000 57.530 

    Bode Heading Dog Petra Parkinson 19.340   
    Robbie ADXG BC Tina Mitchell 20.190   
              
5 Rotorua 1 Rumur BC Dyson Beasley 15.400 58.440 
    AgGrCh FDCh Quest Working BC Chelsea Marriner 16.750   
    AgCh FDCh Flash Heading Dog Chelsea Marriner 26.290   
              
6 WAG 1 AgCh Rain BC Keri Neilson 18.904 58.761 
    AgGrCh Cannon FD BC Fiona Ferrar 19.340   
    Sharky ADX FD BC Fiona Ferrar 20.517   
              
7 Upper Hutt AgGrCh Tana BC Karen de Wit 17.303 60.500 
    AgGrCh C Head.Dog Peter de Wit 18.240   
    Paris Boxer Jane Aukett 24.957   
              
8 Cambridge Jed BC Donna Begovich 19.290 63.130 
    Asta ADX BC Tarah Hunt 20.910   
    Jake GSP Ceri Tarry 22.930   
              
9 Top DAWG AgCh Bee ADXS FD JDX BC Louise Williams 18.150 63.385 
    Kashi ADXaS FDX Min Poodle Diane Miller 22.324   
    Cider ADXG Boxer Angela Denton 22.911   
              
10 Wanganui 1 Josh ADXS Min 

Schnauzer 
Wendy McGhie 19.400 68.020 

    Seka  Bill Stewart 21.720   
    AgGrCh Pippa ADXG Hunt.X Mark Barrett 26.900   
              
11 Nelson 1 Taya Kelpie.X Christine Henderson 18.896 68.791 
    Lilly ADX BC x Hadassa Koessler 19.792   
    Noosa BC Dean Machen 30.103   
              
12 Nth Taranaki 1 Spice AD BC Nadene Hoskins 14.694 71.395 
    Breeze Lab.X Rae Mayhead 22.650   
    Jet BC X Kris Butterworth 34.051   
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DIVISION TWO 
Plc Team Dog Breed Handler Score Total> 
1 Hawkes Bay 2 Sheeba ADXG Kelpie.X Campbell List 16.451 53.652 
    EyeC Border Collie Daryl Hogg 17.680   
    Samson Doberman Colleen O`Connor 19.521   
              
2 Sth Canterbury Blitz Border Collie Natasha Coulter 15.746 54.252 
    Jonty BichonX Natasha Coulter 18.127   
    Qwest ADXG BC.X Graeme Parr 20.379   
              
3 Counties Knight FDX JDX Heading Dog (ag) Hayley Rohde 19.100 60.577 
    Mac  Shirley Hall 19.440   
    AgGrCh FDCh 

Rocket JDX 
Kelpie (ag) Hayley Rohde 22.037   

              
4 Taupo Quest BC Sue Willis 19.625 64.806 
    Max Cocker Spaniel Kate Last 22.573   
    Tehlulah Toy Poodle Christine Gabb 22.608   
              
5 Taieri Jodie Boxer Don Leckie 21.590 65.340 
    Cheyenne Sibord/BC x Rosalie Lock 21.850   
    Bob Boxer Don Leckie 21.900   
              
6 CCATS Izzy Min Schnauzer Kathryn Snook 22.126 68.430 
    AgCh Bess 

ADXG 
BC.X Jo Chapman 23.034   

    Bree Min Schnauzer Kathryn Snook 23.270   
              
7 Central HB Taz Heading Dog X Kim Loye 20.278 69.440 
    Xena AD ACD Kim Loye 24.364   
    Emma BC.X Christine Harber 24.798   
              
8 Southland Link ADX FD Labrador Helen Brunner 24.909 87.092 
    Ellie Beardie X Glenyse Pearse 30.278   
    Midge ADX Jack Russell x Joanne Rennell 31.905   
              
9 Whangarei Doug BC Chris Tipa 25.250 87.130 
    Average Joe BCollie X Bev Winn 30.280   
    Zito ADXB Australian 

Shepherd X 
Rebecca Roper 31.600   

              
10 Blenheim Mistique NZ Working Dog Stephanie Hayes 22.767 87.569 
    Tiffany Toy Poodle Jane Norton 24.257   
    Theodore Toy Poodle Jane Norton 40.545   
              
11 Napier Abby Min Poodle Lex Clare 20.820 89.260 
    Dash BC Kathleen Graham 28.620   
    JJ of Carlyle AD Heading Dog X Celina Lovejoy 39.820   
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DIVISION THREE 

1 Mid Canterbury Harley BC Caroline Sinclair 19.340 61.190
    DJ Border Collie Heather Broomhall 20.100  
    Seth Beardie Nina Arps 21.750  
             
2 Mt Maunganui 3 Thanx BC Debbie McFarlane 17.217 62.171
    Silke BC Anne Proctor 21.143  
    Cookie Heading Dog Sue Andresen 23.811  
             
3 Tauranga 3 Co ADXS GS Christine Nielsen 17.720 62.387
    BreezADX BC Jocelyn Jensen 18.974  
    Deci ADX Heading dog Marion Pope 25.693  
             
4 Wanganui 3 Heydoh  Jonna Gibson 20.750 64.630
    Ernie Min Schnazuer Shane McGhie 21.090  
    Flick Foxy X Jack 

Russell 
Jenny Benson 22.790  

             
5 North Shore 3A Quinn J/Russell/Sch Tess Bayly 21.888 70.116
    Gigha ADXS BC Cheryl Ritchie 22.591  
    Ted-E-Bear ADX BC.X Doreen Webb 25.637  
             
6 North Shore 3B Rocky BC Simone O'Meara 21.467 70.280
    MacKenzie BC Hayley Webb 23.684  
    Bracken Head. Dog Sheeran Johnson 25.129  
             
7 South RangitikeiPollyanna Sheltie Rod Pearce 23.250 74.390
    Amon ADXB Min Poodle Rod Pearce 25.370  
    Cincinatti Heading Dog x 

BC 
Wendy Taylor 25.770  

             
8 Akarana Kelly ADXG Min.Poodle Marie Pearman 24.049 75.593
    Skooter ADX B.Terr Brigid  Slykerman 24.647  
    conner border terrier X Brigid  Slykerman 26.897  
             
9 Horowhenua AgCh Phanta 

ADXG 
BC Heather Smith 18.832 75.976

    Jen X breed Nicola Bell 27.351  
    Monte Staff X Sandra Athea 29.793  
             
10 Wairarapa AgGrCh India Border Collie Dianne Reid 18.090 77.220
    Tasman Border Collie X Sharleen 

Drummond 
26.450  

    Zephyr ADX Heading X Karen Bealing 32.680  
             
11 WAG 3 Billie BC Melanie Held 29.535 106.961
    Baxter Parson Russell 

Terrier 
Michelle Hodges 36.262  

    Lexie BC Michelle Martin 41.164  
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DIVISION FOUR 

Plc Team Dog Breed Handler Score Total>
1 Mangawhai Lace AD BC Annette Flannagan 21.000 66.440
    Pearl BC Annette Flannagan 22.130  
    Dash Collie x Della Welch 23.310  
             
2 Canterbury COC Foe Working Kelpie Meredith Evans 20.951 70.183
    Holly Beardie x Kelpie Colleen Philip  22.241  
    Henery Beardie Robyn Sanders 26.991  
             
3 Norwest Bella BC.X Colleen Lauder 22.073 74.501
    Rowan Welsh SS Bruce Ronald 23.672  
    Flossie BC Pene McCormack 28.756  
             
4 Otaki K9s Cinders ADX Min Poodle Aprille McGee 23.880 77.790
    Diva Min Poodle Noeline Wagener 26.440  
    Molly ADXG Min.Poodle Sharon Wagener 27.470  
             
5 Hawera Zoe BC x Foxy Ian Wooldridge 22.120 82.270
    Chelsea AD BC Linda Smith 26.370  
    Misty R.Collie Jo Moody 33.780  
             
6 CHB Orange 

Roughies 
Toby Beagle Duncan Renner 25.358 97.539

    Poppy Labrador Sharon Simonsen 32.082  
    Boss BC Jennifer Harris 40.099  
             
7 North Taranaki 4 Mak Beardie X Isa Christianson 24.950 99.508
    Amber BC Denise Davis 32.124  
    Jasper Dalmatian Rachel Phillips 42.434  
             
8 Tauranga 4A Chase AD Border Collie X Jocelyn Jensen 25.030104.326
    Tulli Schnauzer Shelley Clark 37.537  
    Croc BC Bridee Manning 41.759  
             
9 Waimak 4 Radler Crossbreed Anne Godfrey 33.340113.936
    Simba Golden Retriever James Trimble 37.218  
    Milly Tibetan Terrier X Emma Trimble 43.378  
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Plc Team Total Dog Handler 
1 Counties Risky Nights 30.219 Risky Ngaire O'Rourke 
      Jewel Allan Harrison 
      Knight FDX JDX Allan Rohde 
2 Sulphur City Slickers 

(rotorua) 
30.410 AgCh FDCh Flash Chelsea Marriner 

      Shift Chelsea Marriner 
      Spy AD JD FD Chelsea Marriner 
3 Top DAWG 31.847 FDGRCh Mya ADX JDX Rebecca Sidwell 
      FDCh Seeka ADX JDX Rebecca Sidwell 
      Jed Anne Packer 
4 Wanganui Opals 32.310 Shaylar FD Barbara James 
      Ella Steve Hessell  
      Heydoh Jonna Gibson 
5 Wairarapa 1 34.050 Molly Imogen Howlett 
      Meg Howlett  Imogen Howlett 
      AgGrCh India Dianne Reid 
6 Wanganui Goldens 34.210 FDCH Jordy ADX Barbara James 
      Molly Bruce Lacey 
      Pippi Jonna Gibson 
7 Counties Tipsters 35.061 Tip ADXB, FD Margaret Anderson 
      AgCh Windi FDX TCQ Elaine Rohde 
      Shar AD JD FD Sarah Weakley 
8 Mount  35.350 Cheeky Deb Jackson 
      Tip Sue Andresen 
      AgCh Nifty Deb Jackson 
9 Deputy DAWG 35.363 AgCh Bee ADXS FD JDX Louise Williams 
      Kash i ADXaS FDX Diane Miller 
      Hunter AD FD Diane Miller 
10 Wairarapa 2 37.170 Tasman Sharleen Drummond 
      Tessa Sharleen Drummond 
      Tyson Ana Workman 
11 Counties Abbots 37.559 Abbey-Gail Chris Richardson 
      AgGrCh ObCh Flare FDX TCQ JDXElaine Rohde 
      Kees Leni Koper 
12 Rotovegas Rebels (rotorua) 39.180 Ike FDX Chelsea Marriner 
      AgGrCh FDCh Quest Chelsea Marriner 
      McLeod Paula Nixon 
13 Counties Rockers 40.690 King Chris Richardson 
      AgGrCh FDCh Rocket JDX Elaine Rohde 
      AgCh FDCh Kiss Hayley Rohde 
14  41.880 Chan Raewyn Saville 
      FD Lucy Rosslyn Prichard 
      Bridie FD Carolyn Mear 
15 Under DAWG 42.821 Cleo FDX Marian Holman 
      Rico John Fraser 
      Toonie ADX FDX Chris Ross 

16  48.250 Momo Stacy Hobson 
      Sharky ADX FD Fiona Ferrar 
      Phantom Susan  McKay 

Flygility results—standard course 
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      AG CH Tui Anne Godfrey 
      AgCh Teezsa FD ADX Sue McKee 
19 North Shore 2 58.280 Joe Joanne Turner 
      Tashi  Kevin Crossley 
      Rocky V Claire Vivash 
20 North Shore 1 61.400 Missy Diane Davenport 
      Ash Annie Sail 
      Shiloh Claire Vivash 
21 Tga 1 62.800 Tu lli Shelley Clark 
      Rocky ADX Bern ice Shearman 
      Lucky ADX Helen Moorhead 
22 Mad  DAWG 65.006 Zephyr FDX Marian Holman 
      Jack AD FD Chris Ross 
      Flynn ADX Wendy Osmond 
23 norwest 3 78.250 Chester Joan McFarlane 
      Cassie Joan McFarlane 
      Xena Joan McFarlane 
24 Wairarapa 4 91.200 Blast Ana Workman 
      Smudge Ana Workman 
      Tu i Sharleen Drummond
25 Counties Goofballs  92.271 Goofy Leni  Koper 
      Socks ADXG Margaret Anderson 
      Mandy Sylvia Lord 
26 Wairarapa 3 121.460Mr Gee George Workman 
      Roxy Stacie Clark 
      Sam Stacie Clark 
27 Tga 2 121.700Jacqui Rusty Jones 
      Deci ADX Marion  Pope 
      FeeBee Helen Moorhead 

Training Tips—The Box – Advanced Techniques 
Despite a dog’s best efforts, it will miscatch the ball at times and you should train 

your dog to recover from this situation.  You can simulate the miscatch by hav-
ing an assistant throw the ball sideways at the point the dog triggers the box.  
The dog should retrieve the ball but then will not be lined up with the flyball 
jump.  The handler needs to get the dog back on line and to do this they should 
stand approximately 1 metre towards the box from the flyball jump and on the 

      Phantom Susan  McKay 
17  49.410 Shakira AD Susan  McKay 
      Beau Janet Smith 
      Baxter Michelle Hodges 
18 Waimak 1 53.795 Tee Lisa Duff 
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side the ball is being thrown.  As the dog retrieves the ball the handler calls it 
back to them so that the dog goes around them to get to the flyball hurdle.  The 
dog should be allowed to complete the flyball jump plus one other standard 
hurdle before being rewarded.  This exercise should be repeated several times 
on each side.   It should be noted that the handler needs to be back from the 
flyball jump as this forces the dog to straighten up onto the jump before at-
tempting the next hurdle.  This will reduce the chance of the dog knocking the 
first hurdle after the flyball jump. 

After the dog is sending to the box reliably, you can encourage more drive by 
delaying the release of the dog after the send command has been given.  The 
dog should struggle to get to the box and this should be encouraged. 

Whenever sending the dog to the box, make sure the dog is focussed on the box 
before the send command is given.  If the dog is not focussed on the box at the 
point the command is given, it may not understand what the command is for 
and fail to go to the box directly or at all.  If the dog won’t focus on the box, 
get the box loader to call the dog and/or wave a toy/ball just above the box. 

All dogs will have a natural way to turn – either left or right – and handlers 
should be aware of which way their dog turns.  If the handler knows this, then 
they can be prepared to compensate for it if needed.  An example of this is 
where the course angles from left to right on the approach to the box.  If the 
dog naturally turns to the right, then the turn will take it more towards the fin-
ish line increasing the chances of missing the flyball jump on the way back.  If 
the dog turns left it will be turn slightly away from the finish line and has a 
much higher chance of getting the flyball jump on the way home.  To compen-
sate for the right turning dog, the handler needs to move along the finish line 
further to the left.  This will help the do turn further back to the flyball jump.  
The left turning dog would not need any compensation as the course design 
helps the dog. 

To produce quick turns at the box, you can have the "loader" throw a ball from 
the side of the box as the dog is just getting ready to hit the pedal. As the ball 
zings past, the dog will push himself off to chase after the ball.  The dog will 
have to shove off the box the instant he hits it (like a swimmer's turn) to leap 
after the ball. The dog is actually turning and catching the ball at the same 
time. NOTE: Throw the ball from the side the dog naturally turns toward. 

 
 
Next Challenge Course – July 
The monthly courses can be downloaded from the files section of the NALA 
group.  These can be accessed from the following web address: 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NZAgility/files/Flygility/Monthly%20Courses/ 
These have been uploaded as PDF documents and you should contact me if you 
require the courses in a different format. 
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FLYGILITY COURSE 
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AGILITY LINK. 
 
COPY: All copy - correspondence, aticles, etc should be sent to the Editor. 
All copy must have the name and address of the contributor. Limit number of 
words to 500 or one A4 page. Copy may be abridged or edited.   
 
COURSE PLANS – Any  member may submit course plans. Supply in scale 
in black pen on an A4 sheet Portrait size, or Course Design computer format. 
Publication is not guaranteed. If published the contributor will be reimbursed 
$5.00. 
 
AGILITY LINK does not accept responsibility for the views expressed by  
contributors and retains the right not to publish submissions for  reasons of 
space or suitability. 
 
MEMBERSHIP FEE: covers the period April 2010 to March 2011. The full 
annual sub will be:-  
CLUB RATE $24.75 each, for bulk posting, 5 or more copies, to one address  
HOME RATE: $38.50 each, for posting of less than 5 copies 
FAMILY RATE $11.00 each extra family member  
 
Part subs: For new members joining later in the year payment will be only 
for those months remaining in the year to and including March, but excluding 
January when there will be no issue. $2.25/month CLUB, $3.50/month 
HOME, $1.00/month extra family member 
 
Family member. The partner/child of a FULL member may join as a Family 
member, with full rights but no magazine.  Junior membership. For those 
under 18 years old. Membership is free if another member of the family is a 
FULL member. Otherwise the rate is half the applicable family rate. No 
magazine unless full rate is paid.  
 
ALL SUBS TO THE TREASURER. Cheques should be made payable to 
NALA. Payment must be received by the 27th of the month to be current.  
 
NALA METAL BADGES: available from the Treasurer.  $8.00. Send a 
stamped SAE. 
 
ADVERTISING:  $10 - 1/4 page $15 - 1/2 page $20 - full page 
 
EMAIL GROUP: to join send a message to:  
NZAgility-subscribe@yahoogroups.com 
 
WEBSITE:  located at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NZAgility 
 
RESULTS: www.nala.org.nz 
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On              Paws 

Agility Equipment 
Manukorihi Drive, Kawerau 

Phone: 073237239 or 0274756976 

Email: onpaws.agility@yahoo.co.nz 

www.onpawsagility.com 

On Paws Agility Equipment is owned and operated by Jason Hughes and 

Mel Mankelow. We both compete with our four dogs Bailey, Jack, Indi and 

Breeze in Agility and can be often found somewhere around the North  

Island most weekends competing. 

We now sell a wide range of Agility and Dog Training gear so please feel 

free to visit our website to see our entire product range or contact us by 

phone or email for any further information you require. 

Competition Contact Gear  

Aluminium Frame work 

Steel Frame work 

Wooden  

Training Contact Gear 

 

Detachable Hoop Jump 

 

Tunnels 

Competition Flexi Tunnels 

Chute Tunnels 

Home Training Tunnels 

Tracking Gear 

Weaves  

3 or 4 piece weaves  

Channel Weaves with guides 

Lockable weaveamatic weaves 

Training Weaves 

2 by 2 weaves 

Dog Crates for vehicles or home 

 

Jumps 

Standard Jumps 3 types 

Wing Jumps various designs 

Training Jumps 

Dog Toys and car boot locks 

We are happy to make any training aid you want,  

just give us the details 
 

Visit our website to see more or give us a call 

 


